Pinelake Hash #867
Saturday November 8, 2003
Start: Mason Mill Park
Hares: Au Whatta Pair/BMG/Hello Dolly/Snail Trail
It was the first cool day this Fall and there was some trepidation in the air.
This was the same start just two nights earlier for a swampfest by Yoron Weed,
the hare for SLUT Hash. Many of the hounds had done the SLUT and were wondering
what the swamps would look like in daylight; mainly to avoid them. Shiggy Pitts
started to do a chalk talk but noticed a decided lack of attention as there were
no virgins. So off went the pack to the first mark.
Just as the pack started into the woods a well meaning lady warned us to be
careful about the poison ivy in the woods. Fortunately, the pack was well
behaved to her thinking that would be the least of their concerns. Right into
the same creek as SLUT - was this going to be SLUT part deux? The clever hares
had other ideas and crossed old flower only for a while before venturing into
new territory. After going waist deep crossing a stream under the RR we came to
check on top of the trestle. Show Ur Anus was coming down the track not seeing
any marks so the pack scurried around for a while before finding trail past were
Ur Anus had been. Back into the woods for some good trail running then onto
rabbit warren trails that Little Easy excels at. By now the pack had spread out
and we did a little swamp-lite, just a little shiggy, then onto the roads. After
a mile or so of Decatur roads about when your looking for the BN we got dumped
back into another creek with small tunnel.
After a much-anticipated BN in the creek, the trail was on-in at Au Whatta
Pair's apartment backyard. Most of the hounds came dribbling in from the creek
when over the hill out front comes Rogue Anus leading a small pack of hounds
avoiding the last creek and tunnel. Spread Eagle had some sort of art? project
wanting the hounds to cross her brown walkway with muddy feet. Alas, the stream
was relatively clean at least of mud so it'll be another day for the project.
After much rejoicing, good beer and munching, Dr. Doo-Doo and Butt Floss finally
come in DFL, (interesting pair of names).
Shiggy Pitts started the circle with a demo down-down by Barf Bag. The
infractions were too long by Rogue Anus, Krusty the Clown, Furry Balls, Maxwell
Twat. FRB by Ho Checker and Little Easy. DFL by Dr. Doo-Doo and Butt Floss.
Sleazy Rider for wearing a snake-skin blouse, Davy Crochet for false accusation
on Shiggy Pitts for needing calf implants. Foreign Lesion for wearing oversize
boots. Yoron Weed for having a new job, and of course the hares. Then a naming
for just Debbie one of the hares. A lot of dirt was thrown out but the
disgusting thing she did with slugs brought out the name Snail Trail. Shiggy
Pitts reminded us all about the Full Moon that evening with his own personal
rendition and closed the circle.
ON-ON

